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Abstract
Background—Hyaluronan (HA) is a ligand for the CD44 receptor which is crucial to cancer cell
proliferation and metastasis. High levels of CD44 expression in many cancers have encouraged
the development of HA-based carriers for anti-cancer therapeutics.
Purpose—The objective of this study was to determine whether HA conjugation of anticancer
drugs impacts CD44-specific HA-drug uptake and disposition by human head and neck cancer
cells.
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Methods—The internalization and cellular disposition of hyaluronan-doxorubicin (HA-DOX),
hyaluronan-cisplatin (HA-Pt), and hyaluronan-cyanine7 (HA-Cy7) conjugates were investigated
by inhibiting endocytosis pathways, and by inhibiting the CD44–mediated internalization
pathways that are known to mediate hyaluronan uptake in vitro.
Results—Cellular internalization of HA was regulated by CD44 receptors. In mouse xenografts,
HA conjugation significantly enhanced tumor cell uptake compared to unconjugated drug.
Discussion—The results suggested that the main mechanism of HA-based conjugate uptake
may be active transport via CD44 in conjunction with a clathrin–dependent endocytic pathway.
Other HA receptors, hyaluronan–mediated motility receptor (RHAMM) and lymphatic vessel
endothelial hyaluronan receptor (LYVE-1), did not play a significant role in conjugate uptake.
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Conclusions—HA conjugation significantly increased CD44 mediated drug uptake and
extended the residence time of drugs in tumor cells.
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1. Introduction
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Hyaluronan (HA) is an endogenous glycosaminogly can widely distributed in tissues that
cushions joints, forms the eye’s humor, give structure to the ECM and plays roles in
immunological recognition of infections and inflammation. HA is an anionic
glycosaminogly can that is widely distributed throughout the body. It is a biodegradable and
biocompatible polymer of 10 to 10,000 kDa that is known to be involved in cell
proliferation, migration, and cancer metastasis. Several HA receptors have been identified
including CD44, hyaluronan–mediated motility receptor (RHAMM) and lymphatic vessel
endothelial hyaluronan receptor (LYVE-1). CD44 is a cell surface adhesion molecule that
plays multiple roles in structural and functional interactions between cells. Hyaluronan is the
principal ligand for CD44; other CD44-interacting ligands include collagen, fibronectin, and
laminin. CD44 binds HA and enables its internalization and intracellular degradation. CD44HA binding occurs during various physiological events such as cell aggregation,
proliferation, and migration, as well as HA endocytosis leading to HA degradation (Fraser et
al., 1997).
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Our laboratory developed a series of hyaluronan-based chemotherapeutics for locoregional
delivery of anticancer drugs, which have demonstrated improved pharmacokinetics, reduced
side effects and enhanced in vivo antitumor efficacy against multiple cancer xenografts
compared to the conventional intravenous therapy of the free drugs (Cai et al., 2008, Cai et
al., 2010c, Cohen et al., 2009, Cai et al., 2010b, Cai et al., 2010a, Xie et al., 2010). To
understand the boosted bioperformance of the hyaluronan-based drug conjugates and to
guide future development of drug-eluting polymeric carriers, we investigated the
internalization mechanism and the uptake kinetics of doxorubicin- and cisplatin-releasing
hyaluronan conjugates in cancer cells and subsequently in tumor-bearing mice.
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In addition to CD44 other receptors that are specifically expressed on certain types of cancer
cells may be targeted, so that anti-cancer agents may be internalized more efficiently via
receptor-mediated endocytosis. For example folic acid has been incorporated in drug
delivery system to target overexpressed folate receptors in cancer cells, including ovarian,
lung and breast cancer cells (Zhao et al., 2010, Yue et al., 2013). Zhao et al reported the
encapsulation and delivery of doxorubicin using PLGA-PEG-Folate polymeric micelles to
target the overexpressed folate receptors on KB cells. Without the carrier, doxorubicin
enters cells, both normal and cancerous, nonselectively via passive diffusion; whereas in the
presence of a folate conjugated carrier, doxorubicin was preferentially internalized via folate
receptor-mediated endocytosis and was liberated from the carrier intracellularly, which
resulted in greater cytotoxicity against KB cells. The transferrin receptor is another receptor
that is overexpressed on the surface of many cancer cells, such as Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma
and melanoma. Transferrin was used as a carrier protein by Singh et al. to attach and deliver
doxorubicin chemotherapy. The targeted doxorubicin resulted in greater tumor cell death
than free doxorubicin in various cancer cell lines (Singh et al., 1998).
Overexpression of specific receptors in many cancer cells has lead to the development of
targeted drug conjugates and carriers that result in improved receptor-mediated
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internalization of chemotherapeutic agents in cancer cells compared to conventional
chemotherapy. Several monoclonal antibody targeted therapeutics have shown efficacy in
the clinical treatment of cancers, such as Herceptin® (trastuzumab), Avastin®
(bevacizumab) and Rituxan® (rituximab). Drug conjugates to monoclonal antibodies can
both target a receptor involved in tumorgenicity and also deliver a cytotoxic payload to the
cancer cells. For example, Seattle Genetics’ antibody-drug conjugate brentuximabvedotin
delivers the antimitotic agent monomethyl auristatin E to lymphomas using the cancerassociated cell membrane protein CD30, which is a member of the tumor necrosis factor
receptor family. The antibody-drug conjugate has been granted accelerated approval from
the FDA to be used in patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma and systemic anaplastic large cell
lymphoma who have failed prior multi-agent chemotherapy.

2. Methods
Author Manuscript

All chemicals and cell culture supplies were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA)
and used as received unless stated otherwise. The internal standard solution and multielement tuning solution for ICP-MS were purchased from VHG Labs (Manchester, NH). All
antibodies were purchased from Ab cam (Cambridge, MA) or Santa Cruz Biotechnology
(Santa Cruz, CA) and used as received. Hyaluronan was purchased from Lifecore
Biomedical (Chaska, MN). The poly-L-Lysine coated glass coverslips were purchased from
BD Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ). The Cy7 N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester was
purchased from Lumiprobe (Hallandale Beach, FL). The Lysotracker blue™ was purchased
from Invitrogen. The human oral squamous carcinoma cell line, MDA-1986, was a gift from
Dr. Jeffrey Myers (University of Texas, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center; Houston, TX).
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2.1 Synthesis of Hyaluronan-Doxorubicin Conjugates
The synthesis and characterization of the hyaluronan-doxorubicin (HA-DOX) conjugates
were reported previously (Cai et al., 2010a). An adipic acid dihydrazide (ADH) linker was
used to facilitate the conjugation of doxorubicin (DOX) to hyaluronan. UV/Vis
spectrophotometry at 480 nm was used to determine the degree of conjugation with a
doxorubicin calibration curve (1–100 µg/ml). Gel permeation chromatography was also used
to confirm the conjugation by equivalent elution times (Gel permeation chromatography;
Shodex HQ-806 M column, 0.8 ml/min 20-mM HEPES, pH 7.2) with refractive index and
fluorescence detection (ex/em 480/590 nm) (Cai et al., 2010a).
2.2 Synthesis of HA-Cy7 Conjugates
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The hyaluronan–Cy7 conjugate was synthesized using ADH as a linker. Briefly, HA–ADH
(100 mg) was allowed to react with the Cy7 NHS ester (1 mg) at pH 8.3–8.5 overnight in
dark. The resulting HA–Cy7 conjugate was dialyzed against 95% ethanol for 24 h (MWCO
10,000 Da), followed by dialysis against 50% ethanol for 24 h (MWCO 10,000 Da).
Subsequently, the solution was dialyzed again ddH2O for 24 h with 3 water changes
(MWCO 10,000 Da), followed by freeze-drying. The product was stored at −20 °C freezer
until use.
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2.3 Synthesis of Cy7 labeled HA-DOX Conjugates
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The Cy7 labeled HA-DOX conjugate (HA-DOX-Cy7) was synthesized by reacting Cy7
ester NHS with HA-DOX synthesized in section 2.1. The reaction condition was identical to
the procedure reported in 2.2. The product was stored at −20 °C until use.
2.4 Synthesis of HA-Pt Conjugates
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Cisplatin was conjugated to HA (35 kD) based on the previously reported procedure (Cai et
al., 2010c, Cai et al., 2010b) with modifications. Typically, HA (100 mg) and cisplatin (40
mg) were dissolved in ddH2O (20 ml) and stirred in the dark for three days at ambient
temperature (ca. 25 °C). The mixture was filtered (0.2-µm nylon membrane) and dialyzed
against ddH2O (MWCO 10,000 Da) for 24 h in the dark. Following dialysis, the crude
product was concentrated and stored at ambient temperature in the dark. The degree of
cisplatin substitution was determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS) for Pt content (Agilent 7500a).
2.5 Cell Culture
The head and neck squamous cell cancer cell line MDA-1986 was maintained in Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine plasma and 1% Lglutamine-alanine.
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In the HA-DOX uptake study, prior to imaging, cells were trypsinized and seeded into 12well plates (100,000–200,000 cells/well) with a polylysine coverslip in each well.
Subsequently, cells were co-incubated with sub-microgram per milliliter concentrations of
DOX, Cy7, HA-DOX, HA-Cy7, and HA-DOX-Cy7 for 15 m, 1, 6, 24 and 48 h. The cell
nuclei and lysosomes were stained using DAPI stain (7.5 µg/ml) and lysotracker blue (150
nM), respectively. For the inhibition experiments, cells were pretreated with the anti-CD44
antibody (10 µg/ml) or chlorpromazine (25 µM) for 30 minutes before the addition of DOX,
Cy7, HA-DOX, HA-Cy7, and HA-DOX-Cy7 at both 37 °C and 4 °C. For the HA
competition experiments, cells were pretreated with 5- or 10-mg/ml of hyaluronan for 24 h
before the addition of DOX, Cy7, HA-DOX, HA-Cy7, and HA-DOX-Cy7. Before imaging,
cells were washed three times with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and the coverslips were
fixed on glass microscope slides.
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In the HA-Pt uptake study, cells were seeded in 12-well plates (50,000 cells/well). After 24
h, cells were treated with chlorpromazine (25 µM), anti-CD44 antibody (10 µg/ml), antiRHAMM antibody (10 µg/ml), and anti-LYVE-1 antibody (10 µg/ml) for 1 h before the
addition of either cisplatin or HA-Pt. The free cisplatin or HA-Pt conjugate was coincubated with the cells for 1, 6 and 24 h. Subsequently, cells were washed three times with
PBS, trypsinized and collected, and stored at 4 °C until analysis.
2.6 Fluorescence Microscopy and Imaging Analysis
The uptake of free drug and conjugates by the MDA-1986 cells was monitored using an
inverted fluorescence microscope at pre-determined time intervals. The fluorescence
intensities of DOX and the Cy7 bound HA were analyzed and quantified using Image J and
the following equation.
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Corrected Total Cell Fluorescence (CTCF) = Integrated Density − (Area of Selected
Cells × Mean Fluorescence of Background).
Each experiment was performed in triplicate or more. Microscope frames were selected
randomly containing typically 20 to 30 cells. Significance between multiple groups was
determined by one-way ANOVA analysis with a Tukey Multiple Comparisons post-test and
student t-tests (GraphPad Prism 4). A p-value of less than 0.05 was used as an indicator for
statistical significance.
2.7 Analysis by ICP-MS
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The platinum concentrations in either cisplatin or HA-Pt (N=4) treated cells were
determined using ICP-MS. The cells were resuspended in 1% HNO3 and sonicated for 1 h
before analysis. A platinum calibration curve was generated with a R2 value of greater than
0.99 using concentrations of 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 parts per trillion (ppt). Terbium
(200 ppt) and bismuth (200 ppt) were used as internal standards.
2.8 Platinum Concentrations in Tumor Xenografts
The MDA-1986 human head and neck squamous cell carcinoma cells were prepared in PBS
at a concentration of 2 × 107 cells/ml. Female SCID mice were anesthetized with 2%
isoflurane in O2, and 50 µL of cell solution was injected into the oral sub-mucosa of the
mice using a 27-ga needle. All procedures in the animal study were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Kansas.
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This xenograft model has been used in our laboratory to evaluate a hyaluronan-based drug
delivery system (Cai et al., 2010b). Typically, the primary tumors with sizes between 5 to
150 mm3 were observed on the cheeks within 2 weeks after cell implantation. The tumor
growth was monitored twice weekly by measurement with a digital caliper in two
perpendicular dimensions, and the tumor volume was calculated using the equation: tumor
volume = 0.52 × (width)2 × (length).
Animals bearing head and neck tumors were randomly divided into 2 groups, including the
subcutaneous HA-Pt group (N=4/timepoint) and the intravenous cisplatin group (N=4/
timepoint). When the tumor reaches 100 mm3 in size, HA-Pt was administered
subcutaneously next to the tumor at a dose of 5 mg/kg on the basis of platinum. Cisplatin (3
mg/ml) was injected intravenously via the tail vein. The animals were euthanized at 2, 24
and 48 hours post injection. The tumors were excised and stored at −80 °C until analysis.
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To determine the platinum concentrations in tumors, approximately 30 mg of tumor tissues
excised at each timepoint were homogenized in 10% HNO3 using a Tissue Tearor
homogenizer (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL), heated at 80 °C for 4 hours, and centrifuged
at 1,000× g for 10 minutes. Subsequently, the supernatant of the tissue homogenate was
diluted by 300–500 fold using 1% HNO3 and vortexed vigorously before ICP-MS analysis.
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3. Results
3.1 Synthesis of Hyaluronan-based Conjugates
The synthesis and characterization of the HA-Pt and the HA-DOX conjugates was reported
in our previous studies (Cai et al., 2010b, Cai et al., 2010a). The drug loading degrees of the
HA-Pt and the HA-DOX conjugates were calculated to be approximately 20%wt and 3%wt,
respectively (Xie et al., 2010, Cai et al., 2010a). The addition of the Cy7 fluorophore on the
polymer backbone allowed the internalization and the cellular distribution of the conjugates
to be visualized using fluorescent microscopy. The degree of Cy7 labeling (<1%, data not
shown) was minimized to avoid any substantial modifications of the intrinsic characteristics
of the polymer and drug conjugate.
3.2 Fluorescence Imaging of HA-DOX Conjugate in Cells
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The fluorescence spectroscopy of doxorubicin and Cy7 was collected using a
fluorophotometer. The Cy7 and DOX have minimum spectrum overlap. The peak
fluorescence spectra were: DOX, 480 nm (ex) and 560 nm (em); Cy7, 750 (ex) and 773 nm
(em) (Figure 1).
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The cellular uptake of DOX, HA-DOX, HA-Cy7, and HA-DOX-Cy7 was monitored at 15
min, 1, 6, 24 and 48 h after the addition of each treatment. The timepoints were selected so
that the cellular trafficking of the drug and the carrier may be investigated during cells’
entire life cycle (the cell division time of MDA-1986 cells is 20–24 h). The free doxorubicin
entered cells within 15 min and mainly localized in the cell nucleus for 48 h (Figure 2). The
Cy7 labeled HA was internalized and remained in the cytosol from 15 min to 48 h (Figure
3). Interestingly, the HA-DOX conjugates were found to be localized in two cellular
compartments – the nucleus and the cytosol, which were attributed to the presence of both
unbound doxorubicin that had been released from the carriers and entered the nucleus, and
bound drug that remained in the cytosol and acted as a drug-releasing depot (Figure 4). To
verify the doxorubicin localization in the nucleus, cells were stained with 7.5-µg/ml DAPI
for 5 minutes before imaging (Figure 2F and 4F).
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To evaluate the co-localization of doxorubicin and the nanocarrier simultaneously, the cells
were treated with Cy7 labeled HA-DOX conjugates at 15 min, 1, 6, 24 and 48 h (Figure 5).
At 15 min, the cellular fluorescence signals were relatively low in both the doxorubicin and
the Cy7 channels; whereas starting from 1 h the localization of doxorubicin in the cell
nucleus and the distribution of the fluorescent carriers in the cytosol became evident. At 48
h, a substantial amount of conjugates was widely distributed in the cytoplasm where
doxorubicin was still bound to HA as indicated by the yellow color in either the cytosol or
especially near the nuclear membrane.
The cellular internalization pattern of HA-DOX differed from either free DOX or
unconjugated fluorescent HA (HA-Cy7). Specifically, 15-minute incubation of HA-DOX in
MDA-1986 cells resulted in limited increase of DOX fluorescence intensity in the cytosol.
After 1 h co-incubation, two patterns of DOX distribution occurred in cell populations, one
of which exhibited increased fluorescence in cytosol compared to the 15-min experiment.
Another population of cells started to show elevated nuclear DOX fluorescence, suggesting
J Drug Target. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 October 25.
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the in vitro release of the free DOX, followed by nuclear entry. From 6 to 48 h posttreatment, the intensity of the nuclear DOX fluorescence continued to increase until it
reached its maximum at 48 h, indicating the continuous cellular uptake of the HA-DOX
conjugate and the sustained release of the active drug. Furthermore, the HA-DOX-Cy7
conjugate demonstrated a similar kinetic pattern as the HA-DOX conjugate, both of which
suggested that the conjugate released doxorubicin in the cell in a sustained-release fashion
for an extended period of time.
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Additionally, the highest fluorescence intensities in doxorubicin- and HA-DOX-treated cells
were determined to be 6 and 24 h, respectively. The prolonged Tmax in the HA-DOX
experiment elucidated that the carrier serviced as a doxorubicin-eluting depot in vitro, which
is consistent with our previous finding using breast cancer xenografts, in which tumorbearing mice were injected peritumorally with HA-DOX. After 1 day, 10% of the initial
HA-DOX was found in the area of the tumor and 66% was found in the area of the tumordraining lymphatics and local tissues. After a week, 4% of the original dose still remained in
the primary tumor with 10% of the initial dose in the surrounding area and adjacent lymph
nodes (Cai et al., 2010a).
The maximum fluorescence intensities of HA-Cy7- and HA-DOX-Cy7-treated cells were
determined to be 24 and 6 h, respectively. The free Cy7 was used as a control, and it entered
cells and reached its maximum signal in an hour (data not shown). The Tmax of the HADOX-Cy7 uptake was found to be shorter than that obtained from the HA-Cy7 experiment,
possibly due to the early release of the doxorubicin.
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The lysosomes are known to play a role in the degradation of nanoparticles and drug
conjugates in vitro (Lunov et al., 2010, Malugin et al., 2007). The MDA–1986 cells were
incubated with lysotracker blue, an organelle–specific dye for staining the lysosomes, in the
presence of different conjugates for 1 h before imaging. The lysotracker dye was found to be
co-localized with the fluorescence generated by doxorubicin, suggesting that lysosomal
environment is likely to act as a sequestering compartment for doxorubicin (Figure 6)
(Sakai-Kato et al., 2012), which is consistent with the behavior of small molecule weak
bases (Duvvuri et al., 2004).
3.3 Uptake Mechanism of HA-DOX Conjugate in Cells
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Because nanoparticles and conjugates have been known to use the endocytic pathway to
enter cells, we speculated that the inhibition of this pathway may result in reduced degree of
internalization of the carriers and the conjugates. Our assumption was tested by pretreating
cells using 25–µM chlorpromazine for 30 min before the addition of the HA conjugates.
Chlorpromazine is a cationic amphipathic drug that inhibits endocytosis via a clathrin–
mediated pathway. Subsequently, the cells were imaged and analyzed semi-quantitatively
using the Image J. The results were reported in Figure 7. The chlorpromazine–treated cells
exhibited 69% less fluorescence signal of the HA–Cy7 compared to the nontreated cells
(p=0.0033), suggesting that the exposure to chlorpromazine resulted in decreased
internalization of the HA conjugate, possibly due to the hindered endocytosis (Figure 7).
Similar observations were made from the HA–DOX and the free DOX experiments, where
the chlorpromazine–treated cells demonstrated a 29% (p=0.0003) and a 28% (p=0.0018)
J Drug Target. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 October 25.
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reduction in the relative fluorescence intensity in relation to the nontreated groups,
respectively (Figure 7).
Anti–CD44 antibodies bind to CD44, the primary receptor for hyaluronan, and inhibit the
receptor–mediated endocytosis of HA. In the HA–Cy7 and the HA–DOX treatment groups,
anti-CD44 antibody pretreated cells demonstrated a 33% (p=0.0047) and a 23% (p=0.0023)
reduction in the relative fluorescence intensity compared to the non-treated cells,
respectively (Figure 7 and 8). As a control, in the DOX groups, both non-treated and antiCD44 treated cells had similar relative fluorescence signals (Figure 7). The result indicated
that the CD44 pathway may act as a major uptake route for the internalization of the HA
conjugates.
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Receptor–mediated endocytosis is a saturable process, in which the uptake of the molecules
will be hindered if all the receptors have been occupied. By exposing cells to an excess of
HA prior to the addition of the HA conjugates, a reduction in the degree of conjugate uptake
is likely to occur if both unmodified HA and HA conjugates utilize the same receptor to gain
access to cells. It was found that pretreatment of cells with 5– or 10–mg/ml HA for 24 h
prior to the addition of the Cy7 labeled HA resulted in a 29% (p=0.0325) and a 53%
(p=0.0011) reduction in the relative fluorescence intensity compared to the non-treated cells,
respectively (Figure 7). Further, a 10–mg/ml HA pretreatment caused a 14% (p=0.0276)
reduction in the relative fluorescence intensity in cells treated with HA–DOX compared to
the non-treated cells (Figure 7). The internalization of free doxorubicin remained unaffected
by the exposure to either the 5– or the 10–mg/ml HA.
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It is expected that the uptake of HA-DOX conjugates would be inhibited by chlorpromazine;
however it is interesting that the internalization of the free doxorubicin was also affected in
the presence of an endocytosis inhibitor. Many small molecules (MW <500 g/mol) enter
cells via passive diffusion. However, evidences of transporter–mediated uptake of
doxorubicin and daunorubicin have been reported (Majumdar et al., 2009). Furthermore, the
anti-CD44 antibody blocking study suggested that the internalization of both the HA-DOX
and HA-Cy7 conjugates were greatly impacted by blocking CD44, the primary receptor of
hyaluronan. It indicated that the CD44 pathway may act as a major uptake route for the
internalization of the HA conjugates.
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Cellular uptake via receptor-mediated endocytosis is an energy-dependent process.
Incubation of cells at 4 °C disturbed the normal uptake patterns of both the drug and the
conjugates by lowering the degree of molecule internalization. The cellular HA-DOX and
DOX fluorescence intensities were reduced by 81% and 86% at 4 °C compared to their
counterparts at 37 °C (Figure 8), further supporting the previous finding that the
internalization of the HA conjugates is likely to be governed by energy-dependent
mechanisms including an endocytotic process.
3.4 Uptake Mechanism of HA-Pt Conjugate in Cells
The cellular platinum concentrations were determined quantitatively using ICP-MS in cells
treated with chlorpromazine, anti-CD44, anti-RHAMM, or anti-LYVE-1 antibodies prior to
the addition of the HA-Pt or the cisplatin control. The durations of the exposure to the HA-
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Pt or cisplatin in cells were 1, 6 and 24 h, to capture both the earlier and the later kinetics of
platinum internalization. The release half-life of the platinum-releasing conjugate was
calculated to be approximately 10 h in our previous study, thus, within 24 h a significant
percentage of the platinum may have been liberated from the carrier HA. The platinum
concentrations in the anti-CD44 antibody treated cells was 49% lower than that in the nontreated cells (p=0.0154) at 6 h (Figure 9), whereas the platinum concentrations in either the
anti-RHAMM or the anti-LYVE-1 treated cells were statistically similar to that in the nontreated cells at 6 h, indicating that the HA-Pt conjugate is likely to be internalized via CD44mediated endocytosis. At 1 h, the platinum concentrations in all HA-Pt treatment groups
were similar and were approximately 30% of the platinum concentrations of the 6-h
experiments. Further, at 24 h, the majority of the platinum has been released from the HA
and cellular platinum concentrations are similar within all treatment groups.
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Besides CD44, other HA-relevant cellular receptors, including RHAMM/CD168 and
LYVE-1, have been reported to be involved in the interaction and internalization of
hyaluronan (Hall et al., 2001, Johnson et al., 2007). RHAMMMs are expressed on the cell
surface, interacting with HA and regulating the migration and proliferation of cells after they
interact with HA. Studies have been reported that the RHAMMs are expressed in many
cancer cells, including head and neck squamous cell cancer cells (Yamano et al., 2008,
Shigeishi et al., 2009). LYVE-1s are known as surface receptors of the lymphatic vessel
endothelial cells, playing a role in the transport of both soluble and immobilized
extracellular matrix mucopolysaccharidehyaluronan. However, the expression of LYVE-1
gene is not restricted to the lymphatic vessel endothelial cells; cancer cells including liver
cancer cells (Mouta Carreira et al., 2001) and non-small cell lung cancer cells (Chang et al.,
2011) also express LYVE-1. To elucidate the roles of CD44, RHAMM and LYVE-1, and to
understand their impacts on the internalization of drug bound hyaluronan conjugates in
cancer cells, we selected the MDA-1986 cells and an HA-Pt nanoconjugate as a model cell
line and HA-drug conjugate. The results suggested that the HA-Pt conjugate is likely to be
internalized via CD44-mediated endocytosis, and is not impacted by the blockage of the
RHAMM and the LYVE-1 internalization pathways.
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The uptake of platinum by cisplatin-treated cells was 60% greater than HA-Pt treated cells at
6 hours. This is consistent with the expected in vitro behavior of cisplatin. Cisplatin remains
in the cell-permeable neutral form within the high-sodium cell culture media, until it
diffuses into cells where it is hydrolyzed and trapped. Thus, cisplatin rapidly concentrates
within cells in vitro. However, complexing cisplatin with HA maintains a large depot
outside the cells since the HA complexes are not entirely internalized within this timeframe.
In vivo, cisplatin cannot be safely injected into tissues because of its vessicating properties
(Dernell et al., 1997, Bairey et al., 1997), and rapid clearance from the injection site by the
diffusion into the vascular system would lead to minimum local anti-cancer benefit.
In contrast, the platinum concentrations in cisplatin-treated cells were independent of
antibody exposure at all timepoints (Figure 9, t=1 and 24 h not shown), which is not
unexpected as no studies in the literature have suggested the involvement of CD44,
RHAMM or LYVE-1 receptors in the internalization of free cisplatin.
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3.5 Platinum Concentrations in Tumor Xenografts
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To compare the intratumoral platinum concentrations between cisplatin i.v. and HA-Pt s.c.
therapies, HNSCC xenografts were excised and the platinum concentrations were
determined using ICP-MS. The normalized intratumoralplatinum concentrations of s.c. HAPt treated animals were 7.7-, 8.3-, and 5.3-fold greater than the i.v. cisplatin treated animals,
at 2, 24 and 48 hours post injection (Figure 10), respectively, which indicates that the
bioavailability of the subcutaneously administered HA-Pt polymer drug conjugate is
superior to the cisplatin i.v. therapy.
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The MDA-1986 cells overexpress CD44, therefore the uptake of HA-Pt conjugates into the
HNSCC xenografts may be regulated by a CD44-mediated mechanism. The finding that was
reported in Figure 10 was consistent with our previous canine study, in which tumor-bearing
dogs were treated with i.v. cisplatin or peritumoral HA-Pt. The HA-Pt treated dogs
demonstrated significantly increased intratumoral concentrations of platinum compared to
the i.v. cisplatin treated animals (Venable et al., 2012). However, the mice were injected
peritumorally so mechanical deposition did not play a role in the increased tumor uptake.
The locally injected HA-Pt conjugates could act as a sustained drug releasing depot, slowly
generating platinum and delivering the drug into cancer cells via lymphatic vessels
surrounding the tumor. There could also be a “neighbor effect” whereby cisplatin is released
from dying cells into nearby tumor cells. HNSCC cells are known to express high levels of
CD44 receptors (Joshua et al., 2012), thus the aforementioned differentiation between
cisplatin and HA-Pt could be attributed to the receptor mediated active transport of the
polymer drug conjugate via the major hyaluronan receptor, CD44.

4. Discussion
Author Manuscript

Many potent anti-cancer drugs that succeed in vitro fail to be efficaciousin vivo, partially
due to poor accumulation in the vicinity of the tumor mass and inadequate penetration into
the tumor cells. This is especially true for intravenously infused chemotherapeutics that rely
on passive diffusion to gain access to tumor cells. Localized drug delivery strategies, such as
subcutaneous injection of drug encapsulated micelles or drug conjugated polymeric
nanoparticles, help to overcome these obstacles by bypassing the vascular journey of an
anticancer agent and directly administering the agent or carrier to the tumor and intended
tissues.
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Once drug carriers reach the immediate extracellular environment of the cancer cells from
either the nearby injection site, if the drug is given locally, or from the blood capillaries, due
to enhanced permeation and retention effect if the drug is given intravenously, carriedassociated anti-cancer drugs enter cells via one or both of the following mechanisms. The
carriers may release the drug in the tumor extracellular fluid, which has been shown to have
a slightly more acidic pH of 6.5 to 7.2 compared to normal tissues; subsequently, drug
molecules traverse cell membrane and reach the cytosol and eventually enter the nucleus.
This mechanism applies to many drug carrier conjugates that are constructed using synthetic
polymers, such as the HPMA-based cisplatin and oxaliplatin conjugates that have undergone
phase 1 and 2 clinical trials (Rademaker-Lakhai et al., 2004). Unlike HA, there are no
specific receptors known to date to naturally uptake synthetic polymers, such as HPMA,
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PEGs and dendrimers. Although the HPMA-oxaliplatin conjugate AP5280 reported a much
greater MTD, compared to the cisplatin or the carboplatin in the Phase I clinical trial, it is
partially attributed to the fact that the majority of the drug may not get into cells. Leukocytes
from patients who were given the AP5280 infusion had a smaller amount of detectable
DNA-Pt adducts compared to patients who received intravenous cisplatin, despite AP5280
being dosed at a much higher level compared to the cisplatin. Drug delivery platforms that
rely on passive cellular entry of the carrier or released drug molecules may not achieve
sufficient levels of active drug in the cells, in addition, the drug or carrier could also traverse
normal cells via passive diffusion leading to unwanted off-target toxicity.
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Alternatively, carriers made of natural polymers or endogenous ligands, such as the
hyaluronan conjugates reported here, may be internalized via receptor mediated endocytosis.
In this case, the drug conjugated HA first binds to its primary cellular receptor, CD44, on the
cell membrane, which then it is translocated into cells in a vesicular form. Subsequently, it
fuses with acidic early endosomes, which have a pH of 6.0–6.5. Drug release into the
cytosol may be triggered if the carrier system possesses a pH-sensitive or "tunable" drug
release mechanism. Many drug-encapsulated, pH-sensitive micellar and liposomal drug
delivery platforms take advantage of the pH-tunable release properties to deliver
chemotherapeutics into cancer cells (Zhao et al., 2010, Chang et al., 2010, Yuba et al.,
2014). In the next step of the endocytic pathway, drug-containing organelles may be further
sorted into more acidic late endosomes (pH 5.0–6.0). Although there is a likelihood that the
internalized drug molecules may be recycled back by the recycling endosomes, the drugs
that escape the endosomes may successfully enter the cytosol or targeted organelles (e.g.
nucleus or mitochondria) and trigger cell death. Our data suggests that these HA-based drug
carriers utilize this internalization mechanism to enter cells, taking advantage of the
overexpressed HA receptor CD44 on the cellular membrane of many cancer cells. Thus, it
spares normal cells that do not overexpress the receptor from the harmful cytotoxin. In
addition, highly metastatic cancer cell subpopulations have been shown to greatly
overexpress CD44 receptor (Yae et al., 2012).
Based on our previous studies of the HA-DOX and the HA-Pt in rodents and canines, we
believe that HA-based chemotherapeutics may work similarly to antibody-drug conjugates
and polymer-antibody-drug conjugates in terms of targeting specificity. In addition, HA
platforms utilize a natural polymer with a tropism to a receptor (CD44) overexpressed in
many cancers, and thus these carriers do not require separate targeting with an antibody or
peptide, which may translate into a lower cost of the treatment and a more stable
formulation compared to the antibody-drug conjugates.
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5. Conclusion
CD44-mediated uptake appears to be the predominant pathway for HA internalization in
HNSCC cells. Other receptors, including RHAMM and LYVE-1, are not involved in
nanoconjugate uptake in HNSCC cells. The conjugation of anti-cancer drugs, including
cisplatin and doxorubicin, did not reduce the CD44 specificity of the uptake. The
hyaluronan-conjugate drug delivery platform greatly enhanced intratumoral drug areaunder-the-curve compared to conventional intravenous chemotherapy, which may translate
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into improved anti-cancer efficacy in vivo. Furthermore, increased intra-tumoral drug
accumulation may allow reduced total chemotherapy dosage and decreased dosing
frequency, reducing their potential dose-limiting toxicities.
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Figure 1.

Chemical structure of HA-Cy7.
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Figure 2.
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Images of DOX (red) treated cells at: A) 15 m, B) 1h, C) 6 h, D) 24 h, E) 48 h, and F) 6 h
co-stained with DAPI (purple).
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Figure 3.

Images of HA-Cy7 (green) treated cells at: A) 15 m, B) 1h, C) 6 h, D) 24 h, E) 48 h, and F)
6 h co-stained with DAPI (Blue).
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Figure 4.

Images of HA-DOX (red) treated cells at: A) 15 m, B) 1h, C) 6 h, D) 24 h, E) 48 h, and F) 6
h co-stained with DAPI (purple).
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Figure 5.

Images of HA-DOX-Cy7 (DOX: red; Cy7: green) treated cells at: A) 15 m, B) 1h, C) 6 h, D)
24 h, E) 48 h, and F) 6 h co-stained with DAPI (purple).
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Figure 6.

Images of HA-DOX-Cy7 treated cells, co-stained using a lysotracker dye: A) and E) DOX
(red), B) and F) Cy7 (green), C) and G) Lysotracker dye (blue), and D) and H) lysosomal
DOX (purple).
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Figure 7.

The relative fluorescence intensity of HA–Cy7, HA-DOX and DOX treated cells.
MDA-1986 cells were pretreated with 10–µg/ml anti-CD44 antibody (30 min), 25–µM
chlorpromazine (30 min), 5–mg/ml HA (24 h), or 10–mg/ml HA (24 h).
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Figure 8.
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Cellular fluorescence intensity after one hour incubation with HA-DOX, DOX and HADOX-Cy7 at 37°C and 4°C.
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Figure 9.
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Platinum concentrations in MDA-1986 cells. Cells were pretreated with 25-µM
chlorpromazine, 10-µg/ml anti-CD44, anti-RHAMM, or anti-LYVE-1 antibodies for 1 h
before the addition of 30-µg/ml HA-Pt (on platinum basis) and subsequent incubation for 6 h
(HA-Pt only vs. anti-CD44: p=0.0154; HA-Pt only vs. chlorpromazine: p=0.0091).
Nanoconjugate uptake was decreased significantly with CD44 antibody treatment and
inhibition of clatherin-dependent endocytosis with chlorpromazine. CD44 and splice variant
overexpression is associated with human cancers; blockage of less tumor-specific receptors
of HA (e.g. LYVE-1 and RHAMM) did not significantly alter HA uptake in cancer cells.
Free cisplatin controls (right panel) were not affected by antibody blocking (MDA-1986
cells were incubated with antibodies for 24 hrs and then exposed to nanoconjugates for 6 hrs
before ICP-MS of the lysate). This suggested that drug conjugation did not alter CD44
specificity of HA.
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Figure 10.

Platinum concentrations in HNSCC xenografts. Mice were injected with MDA-1986 cells
and treated with either i.v. cisplatin or s.c. HA-Pt at 5 mg/kg. Tumors were excised 2-, 24-,
or 48-hours post injection (N=4/timepoint).
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